Operations

LHC Pages

- Operations Main/Status Screens
- LHC and Beam Parameters (from ATLAS operations)
- Accelerator eLogBook – Select the logbook you want to see (probably LHC OP) at upper left.
- LHC Programme Coordination
- Weekly Plan – Usually updated mid-week
- Lumi Calculator
- LHC Beam Commissioning
- Latest LHC News (daily meeting presentations, log)
- LHC Announcer

LHC Regular Meetings

- LHC Programme Coordination (Mondays)
- LHC Beam Commissioning Working Group (Tuesdays)
- LHC Machine Committee (Wednesdays)

ATLAS Pages

- Operations Main
- Run Query
- COOL Db Web Interface
- ATLAS Live
- Data Summary (nice plots!)
- Current Run Status
- Current Run Data-taking Efficiency
- eLog (shift summaries)

ATLAS Regular Meetings (Require ATLAS Log-in)

- Daily run meeting
- Weekly run meeting (Tuesdays)
- ATLAS Weekly (Tuesdays)

ATLAS Shifts

- Shift Training